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Duke Robillard-‘Blues Full Circle’

Duke Robillard surely must be one of the very most prolific blues artists found 
anywhere.  Everywhere I turn he has a new release out whether a solo venture or one 
of his many collaborations with the likes of Eric Bibb.  With the release of ‘Blues Full 
Circle’ he does not disappoint with a thoroughly enjoyable CD.  The very first cut sets 
the tone with ‘Lay a Little Lovin’ On Me’ which really supports Duke’s voicing.  
Following that is a nice bit of lazy shuffling in ‘Rain Keeps Falling’.  ‘Fool About My 
Money’ changes things up and gets in a little Louisiana Zydeco.  Duke Robillard returns 
completely to his roots of blues with this all star line-up of Duke Robillard  on guitars 
and vocals, Bruce Bears on Piano and Hammond, Brad Hallen on bass and Mark 
Teixeira on drums, and if that isn't enough Duke adds musical dynamite with guest 
shots by Jimmie Vaughan, Sugar Ray Norcia and Kelley Hunt. It's what you expect 
from Duke Robillard all 13 songs and 52 minutes of it.  ’Blues Full Circle’ seems to 
have it all and is completely an enjoyable listen. 



Colin James-Blue Highways

Blues singer/guitarist Colin is one of several excellent Canadian blues artists, this is his 
18th. album release and he has been playing the blues since he was a teenager in the 
1980s. And it quite frankly it shows, this album sees him saluting his blues heroes, from 
Freddie King to Howlin' Wolf, from Robert Johnson to British blues guitarist Peter 
Green, with Colin and the band effortlessly going through a number of styles and 
sounds paying tribute to these artists but putting their own spin on things rather than 
doing straight copies. The band is drummer Geoff Hicks, Steve Pelletier on bass, Jesse 
O’Brien on keyboards and Craig Northey on 2nd. guitar and the album was recorded in 
just 2 days in Vancouver.

The album begins with a rocking Freddie King instrumental "Boogie Funk" ,with some 
nice harmonica as well as some blistering lead guitar, then its a nice relaxed take on 
Peter Green's "Watch Out", before we get a rocked up version of Tommy Johnson's "Big 
Road Blues" with Colin demonstrating his electric slide guitar playing. We also get to 
hear Colin's acoustic side playing on Robert Johnson's "Last Fair Deal", while "ain't 
Long For Day" has electric slide on a stunning take on the old Blind Willie McTell song. 
We also get more Freddie King with Don Nix's song "Going Down", jazzy R&B with "Bad 
Bad Whiskey" and William Bell's beautiful soul ballad "You Don’t Miss You Water" - in 
short Colin and the band can take on any style and completely master it - even 
combining Howling' Wolf's "Riding In The Moonlight and Jimmy Reed's "Mr. Luck".

This is a really good record and Colin James should be much better known in the States 
(and in the UK - where he's supporting Beth Hart this November) he is both an 
excellent, versatile blues guitarist and also a really good singer, there isn't an average 
track on this record never mind a bad track - great work!



UPCOMING SHOWS
11/4: James Harman's Bamboo Porch Revue at Proud Mary's
11/10: Anders Osborne & James McMurtry at Belly Up Tavern
11/12: Johnny A at Humphrey’s Backstage Live
11/19: Geoff Muldaur & Jim Kweskin at AMSD Concerts
           John Mayall at the Coach House
11/20: John Mayall at Belly Up Tavern
11/30: Doyle Bramhall II at the Casbah
12/9: Mighty Mojo Prophets at Tio Leo’s Lounge
         Jackie Greene at Belly Up Tavern
12/10 & 12/11: Jonny Lang at Belly Up Tavern
12/11: Jackie Greene at the Coach House
12/14: Joe Bonamassa at Balboa Theatre
12/16: Gary Hoey at the Coach House
12/17: Gary Hoey at Ramona Mainstage
12/30 & 12/31: Brian Setzer at Belly Up Tavern
12/31: Los Lobos at the Coach House
1/13: Tommy Castro at the Coach House
1/14: Tommy Castro at Belly Up Tavern






